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CWARACTER12ATIONOF TWU COMMERCIAL EXPLOSIVES

by

B. G. Craig, J. N. Johnson, C. L. Mader
and G. F. Lsderman

ABSTRACT

Experimentaldata are obtained for the performance of two commercial
explosives,an smmonium-nitrate/fuel-oilmixture (ANFO) and a water-gel
explosive (WGE-1),using the water-tank, or aquarium, technique. Plexi-
glaa and clay tubes (10- and 20-cm-dism)containing the ~plosive are
submerged in a large transparentwater tank. The explosive system ia
detonated from the top and an image intensifiercamera records the shock
wave in water as well as the dynamic expansion of the confining cylinder.
The experimentaldata are compared with two-dimensionalLagrangian
hydrodynamiccalculation based on various assumptions regarding nonideal
explosivebehavior. The results show that substantial fractions (30 to
50%) of the constituentsdo not participate in the chemical reaction at
the detonation front. For ANFO, complete reaction takes place within a
few microseconds behind the detonation front. For WGE-1, detectable
additional reaction does not occur within experimentalrecording time
(>200 ps). These results have important applications in effective rock
breakage with commercial explosives.

I. INTRODUCTION

A subject of current national interest is en-

ergy and mineral resource recovery, and an important

part of this subject is controlled rock blasting

with commercial explosives. Explosive rock blaating

has been studied empiricallyby a number of investi-
1-5

gators. Generally, these studies consist of de-

veloping a data base for empirical relationships

between rock blasting efficiencyand detonationve-

locity, energy release, expansfonwork, etc. The

reason for such an approach is that detailed consid-

eration of actual explosive performance,coupled

with high-, intermediate-,and low-strain-ratefrac-

ture mechanics to predict actual removal of rock

from a blasting face,

problem. However, as

dynamic rock fracture

informationabout the

is an extremely difficult

our predictive capabilities in

improve, we need more detailed

behavior of the explosives in-

volved.

Many

tensively

derstood.

explosives systems have been studied

and their behavior is extremely well

However, when explosive performance

ex-

un-

closely follows theoreticalbehavior (we say the ex-

plosive behaves ideally), economic considerations

often limit its applicabilitybecause of the cost of

the great quantitiesof explosive needed on a com-

mercial scale. But commerciallyavailable explo-

sives often do not behave according to steady-state

theoreticalpredictionsbased on equilibrium thermo-

dynamics of the expected detonation products (such

explosiveshave nonideal behav-ior). Therefore, for

nonideal commercial exploafve systems, extensive

measurement of several performanceparameters are

necessary to assess correctly the actual behavior

and departure from ideal conditions.

In this report we present experimentaland

theoreticalresults for the characterizationof two

commercial explosives: ANFO (ammoniumnitrate/fuel

oil, approximately94 wtZ/6 wt%) and a water-gel ex-

plosive (approximately46 wt~ ammonium nitrate, 24

wt% TNT, 15 wt% sodium nitrate, 13.2 wt% water, 1.2

wt% ethylene glycol, and 0.6 wt% thickener) that we

shall call WGE-1. The densities of ANFO and WGE-1

are nominally 0.9 g/cm3 and 1.5 g/cm3, respectively.



Results of preliminaryrate-stick expertienta

are initially presented to bracket the performance

of both explosive systems; that is, to determinehow

confinementand charge diameter influence production

of high-order detonation and how varioua booster

systems affect performance. This is then followed

by a comprehensivediscussion of data obtained in

aqusrium, or water-tank, experiments in which 10-

and 20-cm cylindrical charges of ANFO and WGE-1 (all

~100 cm long) are observed optically following det-

onation from one end. The data consist of measured

radial poaftions of the confinement tube and the

water shock as functions of position behind the det-

onation front. Two-dimensionalhydrodynamic calcu-

lations of the aquarium shots are then performedand

compared with experimentaldata, giving considerable

informationon the actual performanceof these two

explosive systems. This method la similar to that

used in performance studies of other nonideal explo-

sive systems.6-11

The final results are estimates of the degree

of ammonium-nitrate(AN) reaction at and immediately

behind the detonation front aa a function of charge

diameter. We expect this study to improve our un-

derstanding of nonideal explosives, in general, and

of two commercial explosives, in detail. Our goal

is better descriptions of explosive rock breakage

based on first principles.

II. PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTS

AWPO waa chosen aa the first explosive to study

because of its low cost, desirable safety, and wide-

spread use. However, as menthned in Sec. I, ANFO

is a nonideel explosive; that is, its performance

depends on the charge diameter, length, and confine-

ment. Some of these variablea have been investi-
7,8,12,13

gated by several researchers, and so we

will compare our newly generated data and the exist-

ing data. In addition, its performancenear the

booster (perhapsfor sweral meters from the boost-

er) depends on how it la boosted. These variables

lead to major complications in modeling the perform-

ance and result in unusual experimentalrequire-

ments.

We need a model that will describe the perform-

ance in a typical borehole and that allows for vari-

ation that result from the material in which the

hole is located, the hole diameter and length, how

the charge ia boosted, how the charge ia stemmed,

and the distance to a free face or other boreholea.

The quantitativeeffect of each of these variables

and their combination on the performance of ANFO

needs to be understood.

The total cost of rock fragmentationwill be

significantlyinfluencedby the cost of boreholea,

which increaseawith the hole diameter. Better con-

trol of rubble siza can be txpected for smaller and

more numerous holes, all other parameters being

equal. Generally, the smallest borehole used with

AWFO is about 7.6 cm (3 in.) in diameter; however,

economics or practical requirementsmay force the

use of a borehole as large as 10.2 cm (4 in.) in

diameter. One practical requirement for modeling is

that the ANFO detonate high order. A low-order, or

low-velocity,detonationmay break rock but does not

lend itself to modeling; a nonideal high-order det-

onation will be difficult enough. We must calibrate

our model to a range of borehole diameters that meet

the above requirementa.

The moat economicalway to load ANFO into nu-

merous boreholes ia with a pneumatic loader. Pneu-

mstic loading gives a density of OJO.98 g/cm3 as

opposed to ‘W1.80g/cm3 for pour loading. Our model

should be calibrated to a density representativeof

that obtained with pneumatic loading. Incremental

loading of ANFO into a tube while it is appropri-

ately vibrated gave the desired denaitiea.

Ionizationand mechanical switches for measur-

ing the progress of the reaction were firat tested

with granulated TNT and then with ANFO. Ionization

switches, two lengths of 1.59-mm-diamstainlesa

steel welding rod separated by 1 mm, are able to

withstand the loading operation without deflection

and respond to a high-order but not a low-order det-

onation. A coaxial mechanical switch of existing

design responded to eLther high- or low-order deto-

nation and to shock waves in water when the shock

pressure is as low as 0.1 to 0.2 GPa (0.1 GPa -

1 kbar).

Table I summarize the results of our analyti-

cal and hazard testing on AWFO.

The resulta of standard rate-stick experiments

with ANFO show that it does not propagate a high-

order detonation in a 7.6-cm+iam stick confined

2



TABLE I

NOMINAL PROPERTIESOF ANFOa

Composition Wt Per Cent

No. 2 diesel fuel oil 6.27

‘4N03
93.73 (by difference)

ImpactSensitivityTest Result

Type 12 1 explosion out of 10 at
320 cm

Type 12B None at 320 cm

Stability Result

Vacuum <0.1 m!tlgat 120”C in 48 h

DTAb ‘omal ‘or ‘4N03
Pyrolysis ‘omal ‘0= ‘4N03

aNitro-Carbo-NitrateBlasting Agent, Gulf Oil Chemi-
cal Company, lot GOC 657A051976,specificationSpe
N-C-Nl, pink, $0.12/lb.

b
Differential thermal analysis.

with 0.63-cm-thickPlexiglas* or 0.5-cm-thick

Pyrex,** even when the charge is atronglyoverboosted

with a plane-wave lens plus 2.5-cm-thickComposi-

tion B (CB). The overdriven detonation slowed to

low order within 1 diam of run. Confiningmateri-

ala such as Dural were rejected becauae their sound

speeds exceed the detomtion velocity of ANFO and

thus influence explosive performance.

A shot (E-4266)was prepared with ANFO loaded

into a Plexiglas tube of 10.1-cm id. and 0.63-cm

wall thickness. The booster waa a P-40 Baratol

plane-wave lens plus a 2,5-cm-thickCB slab in con-

tact with the ANFO mixture. Ionization switches

were located every 5 cm along the tube (61-cm-long)

beginning 10 cm from the booster/ANFO interface.

me ANpO density (p) was 0.964 g/cm3 and the tem-

perature at firing time was 27”C. Detonation was

high order. The detonation velocity (D) at the

charge axis was 4.9 Inn/sover the first 10 cm and

slowed to a steady-statevalue of 3.39 * 0.02 km/s

after a run of 3.5 charge dism. The detonation ve-

locity along a line 1.2 cm inside the edge of the

charge was also initially overdriven and slowed to

the same steady-statevalue after a run of 3.5

I

*Rohm and Haas CMBK, Darmstadt, Germany.
**Corning Glass Works, Corning, ~ 14830.

charge diam. The steady-statevelocity obsened is

less than that reported for ANFO prills confined in

a 5.2-cm steel tube (%3.7 Ian/sfor the same density)

but higher than reported for crushed prills in a

2.15-cm-diamsteel tube (’v3.2km/s).
14

A shot (E-4275)was prepared with AWFO (p =

0.950 g/cm3), loaded into a nominal 8.8-cm-i.d.,

0.63-cm-thick-walltube of Plexiglaa and with a

booster identical to that in shot E-4266. When

fired at 24°C, the overdrivendetonation slowed from

4.52 Ian/sover the first 10 cm to a steady-state

3.02 Ion/safter 6 charge diam of run.

The results of all rate-stick experimentson

ANFO are summarized in Table II. Shots F-3971,

E-3975, E-3977, E-4272, E-4275, E-4274, and E-4266,

in conjunctionwith minor auxiliary experiments,

verified that a minimum diameter of 10 cm was re-

quired to sustain a high-order detonation (D ~ 3.4

km/s) in a 0.6-cm Plexiglas confinement. Shots

E-4266, E-4278, and E-4281 showed that booster over-

drive becomes unimportant after a suitable length

of run. Shot E-4300 showed that the effect of the

confinementmaterial, although minor, ia real and

must be considered.

Table III presenta the results of similar ex-

periments conducted on the WGE-1 system. Note that

the sample diameter and type of confinementdo not

significantlyalter the performance. The detona-

tion velocity remains nearly constant at 4.83 to

4.86 kdS.

111. WATER-TANR EXPERIMENTS

The rate-stick experimentsdescribed in Sec. 11

give detonation velocity as well as informationon

the effects of confinementand charge diameter, but

they do not provide a quantitativeunderstandingof

the physical and chemical phenomena occurringbehind

the detonation front. Therefore, the water-tank

experimentwas developed to measure simultaneously

detonation velocity and pressure, confinement ef.

fects, and the release isentrope from the Chapman-

Jouguet (C-J) state.

In the following discussion we present (a) the

detailed experimental techniques, (b) an analysis

of measurement accuracy to be expected by this tech-

nique and the results of a proof test with E’BX94Q7,

3
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L-ADL,& J.J.

ANPO RATE-STICK EXPERIMENT SUMMARY

Shot No.

F-3971

E-3975

F-3977

E-4272

E-4275

E-4274

E-4266

E-4278

E-4281

E-4288

E-4300

E-4307

Booster
Systm

Tetryl/TNT

Tetryl/TNT

P-40/CB

P-40/CB

P-401CB

P-40)TNT

P-40/CB

P-40/lTiT

‘l!etryVfNT

P-401TNT

P-40fTNT

Tetryl/TNT

id.
~cm (in.)]

7.6(3)

7.6(3)

7.6(3)

8.8(3.5)

8.8(3.5)

lo(4)

lo(4)

lo(4)

lo(4)

%1O(’M)

9.8(3.9)

9.8(3.9)

&
0.967

0.964

0.972

0.953

0.950

0.947

0.964

0.960

0.945

0.947

0.909

0.926

Length

*

50

50

50

75

75

75

75

75

75

75

75

25

D
(km/s)

2.9 (?)

3.0 (7)

2.8 at -25 cm and
decaying rapidly

4.5 at 10 cm
3.1 at 25 cm
3.0 at 50 cm
3.0 at 75 cm

4.9 at 10 cm
4.6 at 25 cm
3.39 at 75 cm

3.5 at 25 cm
3.3 at 50 cm
3.3 at 75 cm

3.4 at 25 cm
3.3 at 50 cm
3.3 at 75 cm

3.6 (ion pins)
3.5 (mech. pins)
after 2 diam

Shot NO. Confinement Booster System

E-4322 O.6-cm P-40/CB
Plexi81as

E-4327 0.32-cm SE-1/Tetryl/CB
Plaiglas

E-4336 2.22-cm SE-1/Tetryl/CB
clay

TABLE III

WGE-1 RATE-STICK EXPERIMENT SUMMARY

Cements

low-order,0.6-cmPlexiglas confinement

low order, 0.5-cm Pyrex confinement

low order, 0.6-cm Plexiglasconfinement

no test

signals decaying, borderline
low-high order; 0.6-cm
Plexiglas confinement

no test

high order, 0.6-cm Plexiglas
confinement

high order, 0.6-cm Plexiglas
confinement

some overboost at booster/AWFO inter-
face, high order; 0.6-cm Plexiglas
confinement

no test

high order, 1.6-cm clay-pipe
confinement

1.6-cm clay-pipe confinement

Length Diam

=&l&&

39.3 8.79

122.0 19.79

167.3 19.85

and (c) experimentaldats for ANPO and WGE-1 of sev-

eral diametera and confinements.

A. ExperimentalTechniques

The proceedingdetonation wave, high-explosive

(HE) water shock, and water on the confinement-tube/

water interfacewere observed with a multiple-expo-

sure, image-intensifiercamera (12C) manufactured

1.49 4.83

1.48 4.85

1.51 4.86

Comments

velocity given is average over entire
length of rate stick

velocity given is for last meter of
run

clay pipe haa p $H2.3 g/cm3

at Los Alamoa Scientific Laboratory. The 40-mm

image-intensifiertube can resolve w16 line pairs/

mm over the whole frame and has a useful light gain

of %625. The exposure times in the water-tank ex-’

periments on ANFO and WGE-1 are -175 ns. Photo

flonda with four Fresnel lenses are used for back-

lighting the image. A complete description of this

.

4



experimentalapparatus is given by Wimlow, Davis,

and ChiLes.15

B. General Analysis of the Expertient

Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the ex-

perimental setup for the HE/water-tankexperiments.

A cylinder of explosive is detonated from the top

in a transparentconfining medium, and we measure

the radial positions of the bubble and shock waves

in the fluid as functions of distance behind the

detonation front. The following question ia then

asked: What is the sensitivityof these measure-

ments to differences in basic detonation parameters;

that is, do these measurements give sufficiently

accurate informationon detonation properties in

addition to the detonation velocity?

To answer this question, two-dimensional

Lagrangian hydrodynamic calculations16,17 are per-

formed (using code 2DL) on a hypothetical 15-cm-diam

cylindrical explosive in water with an initial den-

sityoflg/cm3andadetonation velocity of 4.6 kmls.

We assume that the explosive products obey a gamma-

law equation of atate with a variable C-J pressure

(PCJ). The results of two calculations,at P
CJ

equal to 40 and 50 kbar, are shown in Fig. 2. The

Confining D
fluid

B= bubble

S= shock

explosive cylinder

Fig. 1. Successive positions of bubble and shock
fronts resulting from a detonationwave of
velocity D propagatingdown an explosive
cylinder immersed in a transparentconfin-
ing fluid.

differences in bubble-frontand shock-frontposi-

tions in these two calculationsare measurable, and

we can estimate the accuracy to which PCJ can be de-

termined from these measurements.

Let r be the radial position of either the bub-

ble front or the shock front at a fixed position Z.

behind the detonationwave. Let z be the general

coordinatenormal to the plane detonationwave

front. In general, r will also be a function of

P
CJ‘

and we can expand r(zo,PcJ) in a Taylor series

for fixed 20

r = r. + (ar/aPcJ)zdPcJ+ ... .

Thus

-k&
‘PCJ z $

0

where

k = zO(apcJ/ar) .
z

50 I I I i I

D

A Water

40 —

:?I

30 —

“r[ \
El I
.2I I

20 —
\ 50

Al I 40
40’50

7

I I 1 I I

o 10 20 30

r (cm)

(1)

(2)

(3)

Fig. 2. Comparison of calculatedbubble- and shock-
front positions using a gamma-law isentrope
for the detonation products with PCJ equal
to 40 and 50 kbar. The calculationswere
made with the 2DL code using a aharp shock
burn.



From the calculation reaulta shown in Fig. 2, we

find that k ~ 150 kbar for the shock front and k ~

300 kbar for the bubble front. From Eq. (2), this

means that if Ar can be meaaured to within 0.3 cm at

30 cm behind the detonation front, PCJ can be deter-

mined, in principle, to within 1.5 kbar by measuring

the shock front, snd to within 3 kbar by meaauring

the bubble front. Thus, we are better off meaauring

shock-frontpositions in determining P~J by this

method. Theee results should not be interpretedas

giving the absolute accuracy of the technique,but

only as indicationsof the range of errors involved

in data interpretation.

An analytical study was also performed to check

the previous results concerning sensitivityof bub-

ble-front and shock-frontpositions to PCJ at fixed

detonation velocity. The results follow. Figure 3

illustratesa plane detonationwave travelingat

speed D parallel to the interfacebetween the explo-

sive and water. Although this aoslysis only applies

specifically to a plane interfacebetween the explo-

sive and water, we assume the results indicate the

usefulness of this technique for determining explo-

sive properties in cylindricalgeometry.

From elementray principles, the variation of

particle velocity ~ = (ul, U2) and the material den-

sity p in the centered rarefaction fan behind the

detonation front can be written as three coupled or-

dinary differential equations involving the angle u

between a particular centered rarefactionwave and

the detonation front. These equations are

X2
OETONAETONAT:N * D

EXPLOSIVf “Lxl
ItmRFhCE

a

MATER

Fig. 3. Detonation wave traveling parallel to the
interface between explosive and water.
The interface is bent through an angle a
with the passage of the detonation wave.

(4)

(5)

()$+5 SQ= (UI
p du -D)sinw-u2cosu , (6)

where c = (dP/dp)1f2is the infinitesimalwave ve-

locity at density p, and P is the pressure (P - PC.

atu=O). Equations (4) through (6) can be solved

analyticallywith a gamma-law isentropicpressure-

volume relationship for the detonation products to

give the pressure P and the angle a throughwhich

the interface is bent by the passage of the detona-

tion front. The pressure and angle are then matched

with the same calculated quantities In the fluid

that result from a shock front propagatingat an

angle o with respect to the interface. This gives

a unique relationshipbetween tan a, tan 0, and P
CJ’

or equivalentlybetween tan a, tan 6, and y, because

poD2

‘CJ ‘~ ‘ (7)

where p. is the initial density of the explosives.

In Fig. 4, the quantities tan a and tan e are plot-

ted as functions of y for an explosive (PO = lg/cm3

and D = 5 las/s)in contact with water (c. = 14.83

km/s and S = 2.0 in the straight-lineU - up rela-
S

tionship). From this figure we can estimate the

error ‘n ‘CJ
caused by an error in measuring u or

e. Consider measurement of the interface angle

first. The quantity tan a can be thought of as a

function of D and PCJ, or equivalently,D and Y.

Thus

d(tan.)-(~)D(#-):pcJ ,

when D is held constant. l’hus

.
poDL

(

a
‘PCJ = ‘)‘3tanaD

d(tan a)
(1 + y)2

(8)

(9)

6



I I

Ffg. 4.

1

w-0,029

2.0 3.0

Y

.16

.15

,14

,13

12

,11

Tan a (bubble front) and tan Cl(shock front)
as functions of y.

Because d(tan a) = Ar/zo in the notation of Eq. (2),

Eq. (9) becomes, with use of the slope of the y vs

tan a curve in Fig. 4,

APCJ ~ 500 ~ (kbar)
o

(lo)

for the bubble interface. A similar calculation can

be performed for the shock-frontangle e, with the

result that

S%100 & (kbar) ,
‘PCJ

o
(11)

The conclusion from this sensitivityanalysis

is that the cylindrical test in water providea use-

ful data for the accurate determinationof the C-J

pressure in the ideal situation considered here, and

that the shock-front position in the water is a bet-

ter indicatorof P
CJ

than is the bubble interface

Fig. 5. Shot c-4628; dynamic single exposure of a
detonating cylinder of PBX 9407 in water,
photographedwith a 40-mm 12C.

position. We will show later that the interface

position is a sensitive indicator of details in the

release isentrope of the detonation products.

The second step in determining the usefulness

of the proposed experimentalmeasurement is to per-

form tests with a well-behaved explosivewhose

properties are known, and compare the results with

theoreticalpredictionsbaaed on these known prop-

erties. This was done with a 1.27-cm-diamcylimier

of PBX 9407 unconfined in water (Fig. 5). The det-

onation properties of this explosivewere calculated
18

with the BRW code, and were then used aa input to

2DL to give bubble-front and shock-front positions

as functions of time (positionZ. divided by deto-

nation velocity D) behind the detonation front.

Details of the BXW calculationsand the 2DL

code are presented in Refs. 16-18. A compari-

son of the calculated and measured positions Is

shown in Fig. 6. The agreement is quite good.

Furthermore, the difference between the measured

detonation velocity (7.875 km/s) and the BRW-calcu-

lated velocity (7.887 km/s) is 0.15%. The agree-

ment between theory and experiment is excellent

here, and the resulta indicate that the water-tank

experimentsbehave as expected.

c. ExperimentalResults for ANFO and WGE-1

Experimentalwater-tank data of the type de-

scribed In Sees. 111.A and 111.B were obtained for

m10-cm (4-in.)and %20-cm (8-in.) cylindrical

7



charges of ANFO with both @.6-cm (0.25-in.) Plexi-

glaa and %1.6-cM (0.63-in.)or 2.2-cm (0.87-in.)

clay-pipe confinement. Measurementswere also made

on %10-cm (4-in.)and %20-cm (8-in.)cylindrical

charges of WGE-1 with wl.6-cm (0.63-in.)or 2.2-cm

(0.87-in.)clay-pipe confinement. The photographic

records for these experimentsare shown in Figs.

7-11, and repreaentativepositions of the shock

front In water and interfacebetween confining tube

and water are given in Tablea IV-VIII.

8

7

6

5

z
a

04
\
H
m

-3

2

I

o

IBubble front

EXP
=J /’

Exp

/’

PI

o 1 2 3

r (cm)

Fig. 6. Experimentallyand theoreticallydeter-
mined shock- and bubble-front positions for
a 1.27-cm-diam PBX 9407 cylinder in water.

Fig. 7. Shot C-4632; 10-crn-diamANFO cylinder with
Plexiglas confinement.

Fig. 8. Shot C-4652; 10-cm-diamANFO cylinder with
clay-pipe confinement.

:-.---4%- . . .

. .. ,

-.

w r ———–.’‘

Fig. 9. Shot c-4664; 20-cm-diamANFO cylinder with
clay-pipe confinement.
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TABLE IV

EXPERIMENTALDATA FOR SHOT C-4632a

F- “--’-?4

Fig. 10. Shot C-4691; 10-cm-diamWGE-1 with clay-
plpe confinement.

-[

“
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— . .

—. —. A
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l===
. ,. ~:k

.=..%&--.

Fig. 11. Shot C-4663; 20-cm-diamWGE-1 with clay-
pipe confinement.

Shock Interface

z (cm) * z (cm) r (cm)

o 5.72 0 5.72

1.26 7.11 11.34 7.96

2.52 8.66 12.60 8.13

5.04 11.14 13.86 8.32

6.31 12.25 15.12 8.46

8.83 14.25 16.39 8.63

12.59 17.07 17.65 8.77

16.39 19.92 18.91 8.89

20.16 22.53 20.16 9.05

25.20 25.33 21.42 9.19

30.25 27.86 23.94 9.48

25.20 9.64

30.25 10.18

aFor m10-cm-dfam ANFO with Plexiglas confinement,
P. = 0.95 g/cm3, D = 3.48 km/S.

TABLE V

EXPERIMENTALDATA FOR SHOT C-4652a

Shock Interface.
z (cm) r (cm) z (cm) *

o

0.33

0.56

1.01

1.33

1.77

2.34

2.93

6.87

10.79

14.72

18.64

22.56

.26.49

30.41

34.34

6.48

6.72

6.89

7.10

7.31

7.54

7.88

8.37

11.63

14.59

17.48

20.42

22.95

25.37

27.73

29.83

0

8.03

11.94

15.87

19.78

23.71

27.63

31.56

35.49

39.42

43.34

47.26

51.18

55.11

59.03

6.48

7.83

8.20

8.64

9.03

9.43

10.00

10.43

10.73

11.15

11.48

11.94

12.49

13.10

13.43

a
For WIO-cm-diam ANFO with clay-pipe confinement,
P = 0.90 glcm3, D = 3.47 kmla.

0
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TABLE VI

EXPERIMENTALDATA FOR SHOT C-4664=

Shock Interface

- m Q@ m

o

2.03

4.07

6.10

8.14

“ 10.16

12.20

14.23

16.27

18.30

20.33

22.36

24.40

30.49

34.57

40.66

44.74

12.12

12.99

14.42

15.99

17.52

19.04

20.55

21.99

23.42

24.79

26.09

27.48

28.81

32.61

35.04

38.57

40.76

0

15.20

17.24

18.43

19.27

20.46

21.30

22.49

23.34

30.62

34.69

38.76

42.82

48.93

55.03

12.12

14.73

15.05

15.33

15.36

15.50

15.55

15.83

15.88

16.78

17.25

17.54

17.94

18.61

19.25

aFor ~20-cm-dlam ANFO with clay-pipe confinement,
P. = 0.90 g/cm3, D = 4.12 hi/S.

TABLE VII

EXPERIMENTALDATA FOR SHOT C-4691a

Shock

Z@!!l m

o 6.63

5.11 7.32

9.44 7.67

13.80 7.96

16.71 8.26

19.62 8.56

22.52 8.91

24.28 9,27

Interface

L(S!!Q L@!!l

o 6.63

2.91 9.54

5.82 12.45

8.72 15.35

11.63 18.26

14.52 21.16

17.43 24.06

20.34 26.97

23.25 29.88

24.08 30.71

a
For %10-cm-diam WGE-1 with clay-pipe confinement,
P. x 1.47 !#cm3, D = 4.53 kds.

TABLE VIII

EXPERIMENTALDATA FOR SHOT C-4663a

Shock

m L@!Q

o 12.14

8.0 13.lb

16.0 14.lb

24.0 ls.ob

32.0 15.9b

37.97 16.72

40.42 17.03

42.85 17.22

45.28 17.54

47.73 17.86

50.18 18.03

52.60 18.17

55.05 18.37

57.49 18.?3

59.93 18.94

69.68 19.74

Interface

a e

o 12.14

2.44 13.13

4.89 14.42

7.32 15.69

9.76 17.14

12.20 18.55

14.64 19.74

17.08 20.97

19.52 22.30

21.96 23.54

24.40 24.88

26.84 26.04

29.28 27.37

31.72 28.63

34.15 29.81

36.60 31.08

39.04 32.30

41.48 33.54

43.91 34.73

46.35 35.92

48.80 37.01

51.24 54.02

aFor ~20-cm-dlam WGE-1 with clay-pipe confinement,
= 1.50 g/cm3, D = 4.81 kdS.

bpo
Linear interpolation.

For shots c-4632 (10-cm-diamANFO with Plexi-

81as confinement)and c-4652 (10-cm-diamANFO with

clay-pipe confinement), the detonation velocities

are almost identical: 3.48 kmls and 3.47 Ion/s,re-

spectively. l%is indicatea that detaila of the

type of confinementare not important in this con-

figuration,as long as the sound speed in the con-

fining medium is lese than the detonation velocity.

In fact, we conclude that the confinementprovided

by both the Plexiglaa/waterand clay/water systems

is equivalent to an infinitemedium with mechanical

properties repreaentativeof typical rocks. It may

10
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be argued that the agreement in detonation velocity

between shots c-4632 (Plexiglasconfinement)snd

C-4652 (clay-pipeconfinement)is a consequenceof

the density difference of 5%. In principle the den-

sity differencemay be a factor, but it is not con-

sidered to be significant in actual field applica-

tions where density variations of this magnitude are

commonplace. A3.sonote that the measured detonation

velocity is somewhat leas than the value of 3.9 km/a

meaaured by Helm et al.7 for a 10-cm-diem charge.

Baaed on ideal performance calculationsusing

the BRW code,18 the detonation velocity for ANFO

should be 5.44 km/s with a detonation pressure of

73.4 kbar, if the reaction were complete. Compari-

son with the measured detonation speed shows that

conditions are far from ideal. When we go to 20 cm

in experimentC-4664, the detonation velocity in-

creases to 4.12 km/a. Conditions are tending toward

ideal, but still have a substantialway to go.

Measurementsmade by Helm et al.7 show that detona-

tion velocities in ANFO are also well below ideal

conditions for charge diameters of 5.1 cm, 10.2 cm,

and 29.2 cm. In fact, field data7 on a 550-cm charge

of ANFO give a detonation velocity of only 4.7 kmfa.

Hence, even for extremely large chargea, the detona-

tion velocity remains considerablybelow the value

predicted hy the BRW code under the assumption of

complete reaction. Persson,14 however, reports det-

omtion velocities in ANFO very close to the theo-

retical value of 5.44 km/s for 26.8-cm chargea con-

fined in rock.

Therefore,we concluded that the deton~tionve-

locity data obtained on 10- and 20-cm-diamANFO

charges are consistentwith existing data, and that

reactions in these geometries are nonideal.

Experimentaldata for 10- and 20-cm charges of

WGE-1 are given in Tables VII and VIII. Based on

complete reaction of this explosive, the predicted

detonation velocity is 7.34 km/s with a detonation

pressure of 187.2 kbar. Comparisonwith the experi-

mentally determined detonation velocities of 4.53

km/s and 4.81 km/s shows that this explosive system

is also nonideal.

A discussion of nonideal explosives, their

theoreticaldescription,and comparison of water-

tank data with two-dimensionalLagrangian hydrody-

namic calculationsbased on theoreticalequations

of etate for ANFO and WGE-1 are presented in the

next section.

IV. NONIDEAL EXPLOSIVESANO THEORETICALSIMULATION
OF THE WATER-TANK PXPEHFfENTS

Maderll defines a nonideal explosive as one

having a C-J pressure, velocity, or expansion isen-

trope significantlydifferent than expected from

equilibrium,steady-statecalculationssuch as

B&.18

For example, an experimentallydetermined det-

onation velocity of 7.55 km/s is observed for Amatexf

40 (p
3

= 1.66 g/cm ), whereas a BRW calculation
o

gives a value of 7.96 km/s based on complete reac-

tion of the AN. Mader showed that if the AN was aa-

sumed to be a compressible inert solid, the BRW cal-

culation gave a detonationvelocity of 7.15 km/s,

somewhat below the experimentallyobserved value.

Therefore, it was concluded that some degree of AN

reaction wae occurring. In fact, it was found that

if 50% of the AN underwent reaction, the calculated

detonation velocity waa 7.57 Ion/s,within 0.3% of

the measured value. Hugoniots for O, 50, and 100%

AN reaction are shown in Fig. 12 along with the ex-

perimentallydetermined Reyleigh line for Amatex/40.

500 I

Amatex/40 pO=l.66 q/cm3
400 –

o C-J state
\ ‘- Experimental

Roylelgh line

~ 300 –

.=

g

z

: 200 -

\
.\

\
100 - \

\

L--A_
0.3 0.4 05 0.6

Volume (cm3/ql

Fig. 12. The BKW-calculatedHugoniots for Amatex/40
(W is the mass fraction of AN that remains
unreacted).
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We apply the same ideas to the performanceof

AWFO and WCE-1 to determine the degree of reaction

at the C-J plane. In addition, comparison of calcu-

lated shock and pipefwater interface positionswith

water-tank data gives informationon when and where

additional reaction takes place.

A. AWFO

For 10-cm-diam charges of ANFO confinsd with

either 0.6-cm Plexiglas or 1.6-cm clay pipe (shots

C-4632 and C-4652), the measured detonationvelocity

was approximately3.5 Ins/s. This is well below the

theoreticalBKW-determineddetonation velocity of

5.4 lan/sfor complete reaction. The C-J pressure

corresponding to complete detonation of ANFO is 73

kbar. l’heaedata indicate that some portion of the

candidate reactanta remains inert at the C-J plane.

If we assume that 55% of the AN remains inert, a BKW

calculationgives a detonationvelocity of 3.5 km/s,

in agreementwith experimentaldata. The corres-

ponding C-J pressure is 24 kbar. Not only do we ob-

tain the C-J pressure and the detonationvelocity

from the BKW calculation,but also the release isen-

trope passing through the C-J point. From this in-

formation an equation of state of the detonation

products is constructedand used in a 2DL calcula-
tion16,17

to simulate the water-tank shots c-4632

and C-4652. When we compare the computed response

of shot c-4632 with the data, we find that both the

measured shock-waveand Plexiglas/waterinterface

positions are in poor agreement with the calcula-

tion, as shown in Fig. 13.

We then sought an explanation for this dis-

crepancy. An obvious considerationin this type of

experiment is the optical refraction effect result-

ing from the shock compressionof the water surround-

ing the encased cylindrical charge. The curvedslwck

front acts as a lens that makes the radial position

of the expanding cylinder appear greater than it

actually is. ‘l%iseffect is analyzed in detail in

the Appendix; it ia found to be too small to account

for the difference between theory and experiment

shown in Fig. 13.

Another possible explanationfor the discrep-

ancy Is that the remaining inert AN at the C-J plane

undergoes reaction behind the detonation front.

Several BKW calculationswere performed to determine

the release isentrope from the 24-kbar C-J point

under the assumption that the AN continues to react.

~0.6-cm Plexiglos

o 10 20 30

Radius (cm)

Fig. 13. Shot C-4632; comparison of measured
(circles)shock and interface positions
with those calculated assuming that 55%
of the ~ remains inert behind the deto-
nation front. The contours are the cal-
culated pressures at l-kbar intervals.

Based on the assumption that all of the remaining

(55%) AN is reacted by the time the pressure has

dropped to 10 kbar behind the detonationwave, a new

release isentrope is calculated and used in a second

calculationof water-tank shot C-4632. Figure 14

shows the resulta. Note that both theshock and in-

terface positions agree better with the experimental

data. These reaultsare not sensitive to the precise

way in which the remaining AN is assumed to undergo

reaction. Numerous two-dimensionalcalculationswere

performedwith various additional AN reactions and

all results were identicalto those ahowninFig. 14.

A computer simulation of shot C-4652 was run

to see if the results we have just presented depend

on the details of confinement. In shot c-4652, 10

cm of ANFO was confined with 1.6 cm of clay pipe

(P. = 2.3 g/cm3 and bulk modulua is 168 kbar) in

place of Plexiglas. Figure 15 shows the results of

calculationsbased on the same explosive equation

of state used in the calculation of Fig. 14. Be-

cause of the good agreement,we again concluded

that Plexiglas and clay-pipe confinementare approx-

imately equivalentand that ANFO performance is not

very sensitive to the confinementdetails in the

10-cm configuration.

In addition, an “end-on air-shock experiment”

was conducted to provide an independentcheck of

12



these results. In this experiment,a relatively

short, 10-cm-diamANFO dylinder was detonated from

one end, and the velocity of the resulting air shock

was measured as the nearly plane detonationwave

reached the opposite end of the cylinder. The ex-

perimentalrecord is shown in Fig. 16 as three

~ 0.6-cm Plesigl.s

/
exPOsures of the shock wave in air after the detona.

tion has reached the end of the cylinder.

If we know the air Hugoniot, we can establish a

single pressurelparticle-velocitystate for the det-

onation products. This state is shown in Fig. 17

with the three release isentropes for ANFO corres-

pondii~gto complete reaction, 55% inert AN with no

additional burn to completion,and 55% inert AN with

.

60 . r
I

1 1
ANFO ~ WATER

40

0 10 20 30
Radius (cm)

Fig. 16. Shot C-4655: three exDosuree of air shock
induced from the end ~f a 10-cm-diamANFO
cylinder.Fig. 14. Shot 4632; comparison of measured

(circles)shock and interface positions
with those calculated assuming that all of
the remaining (55%) AN reacts by the time
the pressure drops to 10 kbar. The con-
tours are the calculated pressurea at 1-
kbar intervals.
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Fig. 17. Release isentropes for ANFO for complete
reaction, 45% AN reaction, and 45% AN re–
action with additional burn. Also shown
is the experimentallydetermined point on
the air Hugoniot from shot C-4655.

Fig. 15. Shot C-4652; comparison of measured
(circles)shock and interface positions
with those calculatedwith the same ex-
plosive equation of atate used in Fig. 14.
The contours are the calculated pressures
at l-kbar intervals.
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additionalburn to completion. It is clear from

Fig. 17 that the air-shot data are in good agreement

with the assumption of 45% AN reaction at the C-J

plane followed by additional burn to completion.

Table VI gives results for a 20-cm-dismANFO

charge in clay pipe surroundedby water. The meas-

ured detonation velocity of 4.1 kmls is greater than

the 3.5-km/s velocity for the 10-cm-dism charge but

still considerablyless than the theoreticalvalue

of S.4 km/s based on complete reaction. If we as-

sume thst 38% of the AN remains inert at the C-J

plsne, a BKW calculation predicts a detonationve-

locity of 4.1 Ian/sand a C-J pressure of 36 kbar.

Figure 18 shows the results of a 2DL calculationof

ahot c-4664 assuming the remaining 38% AN undergoes

reaction close behind the C-J plane. The calculated

position of the shock front agrees well with the

data, but the clay/water interfacedoes not. The

calculated interface position is parallel to the

measured position but at a smaller radius. This may

indicate a physical shortcoming in the way the addi-

tional energy release is calculated. Here we have

been treating it as a rate-independentprocess by

varying the release isentrope. Perhaps a more so-

phisticatedmethod of rate-dependentenergy release

would give the confining pipe a greater initial

2.2-cm cloy

40 I
ANFO

l“ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘,,,, , II I I I I I

o I=H=M=&””

o 10 20

Rodius(cm)

Ffg. 18. Shot c-4664; comparison of measured
(circles)shock and interfacepositions
with those calculatedassuming that 38%
AN is inert at the C-J plane but reacts
within a few tens of microsecondslater.
The contours are the calculated pressures
at l-kbar intervals.

accelerationin better agreementwith experimental

observation. l%is remains to be investigated.

B. “WGE-1

Water-tank shots C-4663 (20-cm-dism)and C-4691

(10-cm-diam)conducted onWGE-1 were described in

Sec. 111.C. For the 20-cm-dismcharge, the detona-

tion speed was 4.81 inn/s,well below the ideal det-

onation speed of 7.3 Ion/sat a C-J pressure of 187

kbar. Therefore,we conclude that this explosive’s

performance is nonideal and can be treated in the

same way as that for ANFO. A BKW calculation for

this explosive gives a C-J pressure of 71 kbar and

a detonation velocity of 4.95 km/s under the assump-

tion that none of the AN reacts (this explosive is

46 wt%AN). lhis velocity is slightly greater than

that measured experimentally,which implies that

perhaps even some of the other constituentsdo not

undergo complete reaction. Because the calculated

value of 4.95 km/s is reasonably close to the meas-

ured detonation velocity, we did not try to refine

the calculation.

We chose to limit the reaction of the AN rather

than that of some of the other constituentsbecause

AN reaction actually reduces the C-J temperatureas

a result of the way energy is partitionedbetween

potential and kinetic contributions. A heuristic

way of picturing this is to consider both the posi-

tive heat of reaction of AN and the change in heat

capacity of the reaction products caused by addi-

tional AN reaction. If the heat capacity increased

faat enough, it could offset the effect of the heat

of reaction that is cauaing the temperatureto in-

crease. This is what happens for AN.

If we asaume that none of the AN reacts at the

C-J plane and that the AN remains inert behind the

detonationwave, a 2DL calculation is compared with

the experimentaldata for shot C-4663. The results

presented in Fig. 19 show very good agreement be-

tween theory and aperiment for both shock and in-

terface positions. ‘llms,we conclude that, on the

time scale of this shot at least, the AN in WGE-1

doea not react at all.

To examine the effect of additional reaction

on the computed shock and interface positions, a

second calculationwas run in which it was assumed

that all of the AN reacted within a few microseconds

●

●

.

,
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behind the C-J plane. The results of this calcula-

tion in comparisonwith meaaured valuea are shown in

Fig. 20. Additional AN reaction haa a significant

effect on the measured positions; thereforewe con-

clude that if this reaction had occurred, it would

have been observed experimentally.

v. CONCLUSIONS

The results of the experimentalmeasurements

and theoreticalanalyses presented here have shown

that the water-tank technique is very useful in

determining the nonideal =plosive properties of

commercial explosives. The specific conclusions

that have been reached concerningANFO and WGE-1

follow.

● A 10-cm-diam cylinder of ANPO with either

Plexiglaa or clay-pipe confinementhas a detonation

velocity of ~3.5 Ian/s,corresponding to 55% AN re-

maining inert at the C-J plane. The calculated C-J

pressure is 24 kbar (compared to 71 kbar for an

ideal reaction). The remaining 55% AN undergoes

reaction within a few microseconds behind the C-J

plane.

● A 20-cm-diam cylinder of ANFO with clay-pipe

confinementhas a detonation velocity of ‘14.lkm/s,

correspondingto 38% AN remaining inert at the C-J

plane. The calculated C-J pressure is 36 kbar.

~2.2-cm cloy

50

40

30

20

0 10 20

Radius (am)

Fig. 19. Shot c-4663; comparison of measured
(circles) shock and interfacepositions
with those calculated assuming that none
of the AN reacts during the experiment
(~60 U.S). The contours are calculated
preaaures at 5-kbar intervals.

The remaining 38Z AN undergoes reaction within a

few microsecondsbehind the detonation front. De-

tailed agreement between theory and data is not as

good for shot C-4664 as for the others, possibly

becauae of the elementaryrate-independentway in

which additional reaction was treated theoretically;

that is, by ai.mplymodifying the release isentrope

to reflect the higher preasureamaintained to great-

er specific volumes. More sophisticatedtreatments

of rate-dependentenergy release may rectify this

problem.

● A 20-cm-diamcylinder of WGE-1 had a detona-

tion velocity of ‘Y4.8km/s, correspondingto all of

the AN remaining inert at the C-J plane. The cal-

culated C-J pressure is 71 kbar (compared to 187

kbar for an ideal reaction). The experimentalevi-

dence is that the AU constituentdoea not undergo

reaction during the experiment (>60 ps).

● A 10-cm-dism cylinder of WGE-1 had a detona-

tion velocity of ti.5 Ian/a,indicating that even

leaa reaction occurred. Because 10 cm is near the

unconfined failure diameter for this explosive,no

attempt was made to simulate the experimentnumer-

ically for estimatingwhich constituentswere in-

hibited from reaction.

-2.2-cm clay

50

40

t I 4 , , , I X1 1A I I 1 1 1 1
0 10 20

Radius (cm)

Fig. 20. Shot C-4663; comparison of measured
(circles)shock and interface positions
with those calculated assuming that none
of the AN reacts at the C-J plane but
does within a few microsecondsbehind the
detonation wave. The contours are calcu-
lated pressurea at 5-kbar intervala.
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APPENDIX

INDEX-OF-REFRACTIONEFFECTS

Lack of agreement between the calculated and

=perfientally determined Plexiglaa/waterinterface

prompted the following three-dimensionalanalyais of

refraction effects in the water-tank experiments.

This analysis begins with the following definition

of terms in reference to Fig. A-1.

r = bubble radius (at distance Z. behind det-

onation)

R = shockradiua(at distance Z. behind detona-

tion)

fi-

a=

1=

e=

g? =

la=

& =

62=
D=

6=

unit vector normal to shock front at E

angle between the shock front and cylinder

axis

unit vector parallel to x-axis: the cam-

era is located at infinity along the posi-

tive x-axia

angle between fiand ~ (the angle of re-

fraction)

the angle of incidence

unit vector normal to the plane defined

by~and~: ~=$x~

error in locating r of bubble interface

error in locating z of bubble interface

scalar distance between the apparent and

true positions of a point on the bubble

front

angle between ~ and z-axis

The first step In calculating& and 6Z ia de-

fining the unit vector ~, normal to the shock front

at point E in Fig. A-1. l’hiacan be done by noting

that the equation for the cone tangent to the shock

front at a distance Z. behind the detonation front

is

f(x,y,z) =- - z tan a = constant, (A-1)

and the normal fila in the direction Vf. Thus

Vf = (XIX, YIR, -tan a) .

We evaluate this vector function at x = ~ =

(A-2)

JR 1 - (r/R)2 and y = -r, with the result that

fi=cosa(~, -r/R, -tana) . (A-3)

Because”% = (1,0,0), the unit vector ~ = fix $ and

the angle 13are easily found to be

a = Cos

Cos e =

Because

Ci(o, -tan a, r/R) , (A-4)

cosa- . (A-5)

fl’and e are the angles of incidence and re-

fraction,we find

AsAppmntPosltbn

T= True Posltlm &

\,

Fig. A-1. Location of apparent and true positions
of bubble interfaceaa viewedbyobaerver
located at a great distance (compared to
R) along the positive x-sxia,

.
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.

.

which can be expanded in a

no (because the difference

small),

(A-6)

Taylor series in n about

between n and no is very

13~sfJ- sin O

=

(n-no) . (A-7)

Therefore, to a very good approximation,the differ-

ence between O and El’ia given by

e -e’=
sin e

(n-no) .

~

(A-8)

Because this angular variation is arnall,the line

segment ~ = D in Fig. A-1 is given by

s

(n - no)

From Eqs. (A-4) and (A-1O)

to determine & and 6z. Because

Coa $ = fiio (0,0,1) ,

we firxlthat

Rcos$=rcosci,

and therefore

(A-9)

. (A-1O)

it ie now very easy

(A-n)

(A-12)

/
&=Dcos@=rl-(r/R)2 cos a sin $ (n - no) ,

/ .
/l+sin’El

(A-13)

/ .
6z=Dsin~=

R/l - (r/R)’
sin $ sin 8 (n - no) ,

~
(A-14)

or

6r=Ncosa
r s (A-15)

(A-16)

~=/f. -(rh)2sin~ (n-no) .

VGzG
(A-17)

From the initial calculationof the ANFO/

Plexiglas/waterexperimentwe find that at z = 25

cm behind the detonation front (see Fig. A-2), r =

8 cm, R = 25 cm, a = 30°, and the average volume is

M.92 cm3/g. The index of refraction of water19 is

n 19= 1.34 at a specific volume of 1 cm3/g. Dorsey
o

20
refers to the work of Quincke in which he found

that the product of (n - 1) and the specific volume

v was nearly constant. Thus

- l)v ~ (n - l)v
o 0

(A-18)

60 I 1

A-- PlexiglasANFO \
Water

~\
%.1.0Cfn3/g

i
w30”~

\
\

D \
40 - \

\
\
\

~

\

~%~:’

20 –
Detonotian
Products

~o:+ \

-

09
Q98~

0.97

\

‘5 \

f-l
*7

-o

Fig. A-2.

10 20 30

Radius (cm)

Calculationof the ANFO/Plexiglaa/water
experiment. Contour lines are specific
volume v in cn31g. At a distance of N25
cm behind the detonation front, the shock
wave makes an angle of ‘IJ30”to the cyl-
inder axis.
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or

(n - no) ~ (n ()-1):-1=0.03 .
0

(A-19)

From these values we find that 6r/r ~ 0.012 and 6Z ~

0.34 cm; that is, the corrections in this caae are

fairly small. Certainly they are not large enough

to account for the differencesbetween theory and

experiment shown in Fig. 13.

For completeness,we have applied the analysia

presented here to the data given in Table III. From

Fig. A-2, we can estimate the average specific vol-

ume behind the shock front as a function of z (the

distance behind the detonation front in the ANFO).

Then, with the uae of Eq. (A-18), the average index-

of-refractionchange can be found. The result is

expressedmathematicallyas

o * 0.093 e
-(Z115)

n-n + 0.020 , (A-20)

where n = 1.34 and z is in centimeters. With this
o

variation of index of refraction, the data on bub-

ble-front position given in Table IV are corrected

as shown in Table A-I. This correction is clearly

much smaller than the difference between theory and

expertient in Fig. 13.
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